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Design for Living

HOMEPOLISH
By Matthew Wexler
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T
he world of interior design is getting a makeover thanks to
Noa Santos and Will Nathan of Homepolish
(www.homepolish.com), a fully integrated online interior
design firm that foregoes the high cost commission-based
model and, instead, charges a flat fee for services ranging

from a simple consultation to complete renovation. The co-founders are
capitalizing on the interest of homeowners and renters alike to create a
well-thought living space with a wow factor that doesn’t necessarily
break the bank. 

Nathan, who serves as Homepolish’s co-founder and president, discov-
ered Santos through press coverage of his one-man design firm when he
relocated to New York City from San Francisco. The front-end developer
was riding the tech wave with BuzzFeed, having previously worked in the
financial industry. With a chunk of change in his pocket, he was ready for
a new life and new look, but found that most of the interior designers he
met were outside of his budget and looking to steamroll his new apartment
into their own creative vision—and then he met Santos. 

“From the time he walked in, I knew I wanted to work with him,” says
Nathan. “Noa is someone who gets things done, from paint color and
sourcing products from vendors to dealing with contractors. Yet he still
wanted me to be part of the conversation.” The working relationship went

so well that the two decided to explore the idea of an interior design com-
pany that could shift the paradigm of the traditional business model and
instead, create a structure that would be affordable, transparent, and put
the customer at the epicenter of the creative process—three key points that
Santos honed through industry experience. 

After studying business and architecture at Stamford University,
Santos fell into an interior design job upon moving to New York City.
Through this experience, he learned what he loved and what he didn’t.
What resonated was that he could have a transformative effect on some-
one’s life by creating living spaces that were a reflection of a client’s
personality. Functional office and closet spaces, dining rooms fit for
entertaining, bedrooms with color palettes that promoted rest and reju-
venation…all of these design elements affect people’s lives. But what
he didn’t love was “how much it became about the money,” especially
in a commission-based industry that relies on high-ticket items or
mark-ups (sometimes up to 40 percent) to pad the coffers of designers
working at a low-salary rate.

Santos and Nathan saw an untapped opportunity that could go
national but still have local flair, and Homepolish was born. The busi-
ness model is a three-step process that begins with describing the proj-
ect via the company website, where you can enter information about the
living or workspace, budget, and inspiration. Next, Homepolish match-
es you with your own personal designer—a key step in the process and
one that the founders don’t take lightly. “The initial consult is a chance

design for living homepolish
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Homepolish Co-Founders Noa Santos (left) and Will Nathan (right)

Mid-Century Eclecticism in a Brooklyn, NY Duplex
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This eclectic approach stems from Santos’s Hawaii upbringing,
where “nobody cared how much your spent on a chair. The design phi-
losophy wasn’t cutting edge nor did it try to be. It was pragmatic: you
put a chair where you could see the ocean. Living came first and design
fell into place. That’s the heart and soul behind the company.”

Also integral to the company is a tech-savvy infrastructure, built by
Will Nathan exclusively for Homepolish. The custom-built system
bridges the gap between technology and real-life human interaction.
While coding and back-end programming may not be on the minds of
those looking to refresh their living room, its intention is wholly inte-
grated into the company mission. “I decided that this project was going
to be my life, because I enjoyed being in my home—it’s like living in a
magazine,” says Nathan. “We take it upon ourselves that this transfor-
mation can happen for you. It’s not just the technology connecting peo-
ple or interior design, but an experience that can change your life.”

The Homepolish platform allows for seamless project management,
with billing, invoicing, and payment all handled electronically. Cus-
tomers can track precisely how billable hours are being used, and from
a design perspective, peruse and pin images from the Homepolish port-
folio to build a visual reference library for their own projects. The com-
pany photographs three to five new projects each week that reflect the
brand’s growing diversity. Nathan’s software tracks the location of web-
site clicks, which helps inform Homepolish’s expansion model. To date,
the duo has privately funded the company with no outside investors.
“We both have a phrase: ‘keep sprinting’ to bring this amazing service
to as many people as possible,” says Nathan. “We don’t mess around.
Technology is a huge enabler.”

design for living homepolish

for the designer to better understand our client’s lifestyle and design
needs as well as to give actionable advice, from layout to specific
resources,” says Santos. “From what furniture a client wants to keep
and space challenges, to how their wardrobe represents their style,
being a Homepolish designer means being a design partner and making
sure a client's lifestyle guides any design decisions.”

C
urrently, Homepolish has a database of approximately 150
highly vetted designers in 12 cities across the country with five
more locations on the way. Santos says only three to five per-

cent of design applicants are brought on board. They must exhibit a
range of technical skills, industry experience, and personality. Junior
designers oversee soft furnishings and décor, while senior managers are
matched with projects requiring contractor management. They’re on the
lookout for applicants who are “not only talented but also believe in our
vision and believe that their process should be shaped by the client’s
lifestyle.” Then the real fun begins.

After the initial consultation ($50 for a junior designer, $80 for a sen-
ior designer), you purchase your designer’s time in five-hour increments
at a range of $100-$130/per hour. Their well-spent time yields an array of
options based on your needs. The curated team of Homepolish designers
is adventurous and not-so inclined to follow rigid design rules. Santos
compares it to the fashion evolution, where 20 years ago you’d see a
woman walking down the street wearing Chanel from head to toe. “Now
it’s more stylish to wear a Chanel pant and H&M shirt and discover a per-
sonal sense of style. People are taking pride in their personal space and
don’t want to have a space that looks like another person’s home.”

Greg Bjornstad
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Velvet Luxury in a Spanish Revival, La Habra, CA
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Bjorn Bolinder

design for living homepolish

W
ith a solid business model in place, Santos and Nathan
are able to take the time to recognize and support the
unique personalities of each city. “We’re all about get-

ting into people’s homes. It’s not a remote business. We want the
designers to understand the social context,” says Santos. “Part of the
reason we treat neighborhoods differently is to access those
resources. We’re all about having a partnership between the design-
er and the client.”

More than ever, customers want to know the origin of their fur-
nishings but that doesn’t necessarily translate to skyrocketing costs.
On a national scale, big brands like Restoration Hardware and West
Elm are among many of the leading retailers who are now sourcing
and promoting local artisans as part of their collections. Homepol-
ish’s Swatch program pays it forward by offering its industry dis-
count directly to the customer. With a keen eye for sales and style, a
budget-conscious designer can pay for itself by sourcing up to 25
percent off from more than 100 brands and vendors. Santos acknowl-
edges that most people don’t have the means to completely overhaul
their living space all at once. “This is why we structured Homepol-
ish based on hours—whether it’s five or 50, they don’t expire. We
have projects we’ve been working on for a year,” says Santos. “But
it shouldn’t be a barrier. It’s your house, why can’t you take a year?
My house is never done.”

Santos’s personal style is a balanced reflection of his busy lifestyle.
“I spend much of my day living vicariously through our many talented

designers and wonderful clients, so when I come home I like to decom-
press and keep things pretty neutral,” he says. “My own home (which
I share with my boyfriend) has black floors and almost entirely black
and white furniture with metal and wood accents. I have a nine-foot
banana leaf palm that requires way too much attention and a golden
wheat sheath lamp that will probably be buried right beside me. One of
my favorite pieces is our fully loaded black-and-aged gold bar
cart...you can guess why.”

Santos and Nathan have plenty to celebrate, but also much more to
accomplish as Homepolish expands its reach to Atlanta, Dallas, Den-
ver, Houston, and Miami. “We’re seeing people fall in love with the
brand,” says Nathan. And why wouldn’t they? The duo says design
should elevate living. It doesn’t operate in a vacuum nor is it bound by
a ton of rules. Apparently, rule breaking suits them just fine. And the
results never looked so good. 

Noa Santos says clients and designers drive Homepolish’s
Swatch program, which is how the company passes on dis-
counts instead of working on commission. While the program
offers access to more than 100 brands and vendors, here are
five that immediately caught our attention.

Blu Dot—Three college friends founded the Minneapolis-
based home-furnishing company in 1997 as a means to offer
accessible and budget-friendly designs. Best-selling items
include the Toro Lounge Chair, Stilt Table Lamp, and Stash
Desk. www.bludot.com

Organic Modernism—This Brooklyn-based furniture
company that brings their aesthetic to the masses is inspired
by Brazilian Architect Oscar Niemeyer, who once said, “Noth-
ing is a design until ordinary people use it.” Retail locations
are throughout New York City, Connecticut, and California.
www.organicmodernism.com

Uprise Art—This online art gallery features dozens of con-
temporary artists as well as curators who can help turn your
bland walls into conversation pieces. Pricing includes
archival-quality custom framing (when framing is applicable).
www.upriseart.com

The Tappan Collective—The LA-based collective fea-
tures emerging artists sourced from local arts scenes
around the world, offering one-of-a-kind pieces and limited
edition prints from the next generation of visual masters.
www.thetappancollective.com

St. Frank—Support economic empowerment for artisans
and preserve traditional artisan crafts by adding one of St.
Frank’s sourced textiles to your home. Founded in 2013 by
Christina Bryant, the name honors the company’s San Fran-
cisco roots as well as Saint Francis of Assisi, son of a wealthy
textile merchant, who dedicated his life to the poor.
www.stfrank.com

FIVE TO BUY
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An updated Old Hollywood Vibe in West Hollywood, CA

The Ultimate Beach Retreat, Los Angeles, CA
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